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1 Introduction 
In the first phase of computer animation the traditional techniques of animation were 
brought to the computer resulting in computer animated films where the kcyframes 
were linked by image-based and parametric interpolation. Especially when trying to 
compute aesthetic human movement it soon became obvious that a more realistic com-
puter animation has to take into account the basic physical properties of the objects 
and the fundamental physical principles that govern their movement. In algorithmic 
animation the evolution of the slale of a system of objects is not determined by in-
terpolation, but by physical laws given either as algebraic formulae in the simple case 
or more complicated as set of coupled nonlinear differential equations. In kinematic 
animation the objects are moved according to a set of given equations for the velocities 
or the accelcrations at certain points of the objects. This procedure results in B real-
istic animation only if the prescribed velocities and accelerations were derived from a 
complete dynamic physical model. Therefore, the most general approach for generating 
physically correct animation sequences is to perform a full dynamical simulation of the 
given model taking into account all external and internal forces and torques. 
However, a complete dynamical simulation of a synthetic human actor in realtime 
(which requires much more than just the correct movemcnt of the skeleton) is far beyond 
the capabilities of modern computers and simulation software. Only rigid objects with 
a few degrees of freedom or very simple elastic models can be treated today and there 
are many unresolved questions of how to control the internal torques in order to get 
the desired motion. Thus, generating appealing animation today still requires a lot of 
heuristics, experimental data and a combination of keyframing, kinematic and dynamic 
algorithms. Nevertheless, the importance of dynamic modelling will continue to grow 
since it is the only method which guarantees the equivalence of modelling and animation, 
which means that the temporal behaviour of physical based objects is bound up in the 
model itself. 
This tutorial will focus on the physical principles of kinematics and dynamics. After 
explaining the basic equations for point masses and rigid bodies a new approach for the 
dynamic simulation of multi·linked models with wobbling mas. is presented, which has 
led to new insight in the field of biomechanics, but which has not been used in computer 
animation so far. 
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2 Kinematic fundamentals 
We will briefly review the kinematics of point masses and extended rigid bodies, which 
is just the geometrical description of the motion. Those motions take place in a three-
dimensional coordinate system, where points in space are denoted by the position vector 
pointing from the origin of the coordinate system to the respective end points (d. 
Fig. 2.1). Whenever it is convenient, we leave the coordinate-free formulation and switch 
to cartesian, cylindrical or spherical coordinates. Besides the space coordinates r which 
we are completely free to choose, kinematics introduces a time coordinate t which can 
be looked at as the independent variable. 
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FiC.2.1. The position vector r of a point P and its coordinates in a cartesian coordinate system. 
2.1 Kinematics of a point mass 
When describing the motion of an object where the size of the object is negligible 
compared to the distances covered and where rotations and deformations are or no 
interest, the object may be idealized by a mathematical point characterized by a mass. 
The motion of a point mass is completely described by its trajectory in space, e.g. its 
position vector r(t) and its velocity v(i) at the time t (cr. Fig. 2.2) The velocity is given 
by 
v(l) ~ ;'(1) (2.1) 
where the time derivative is defined as usual: 
;'(1) ~ dr ~ lim r(1 + 61) - r(l) 
dt 6'-0 bt 
(2.2) 
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FiC. 2.2. Trajectory of .. point m .... in Sp,Kf:. The unit vector e, La tanlential to the trajedory, where .. 
the unit "telar e. ia perpendicular to the trajectory in the local oeculatins plane. 
The component of the velocity tangential to the trajectory is the absolute value of 
the velocity V, the component normal 10 the trajectory is zero 
v, = ve, 
'tin = 0 , 
(2.3&) 
(2.3b) 
where e, denotes the unit vector tangential to the trajectory. Therefore, the length of 
the path 3 covered since to is 
.(1) = l' vdl' 
" 
(2.4) 
A further important quantity is the acceleration a(t) of the mass point, defined 8.5: 
c(l) = ;'(1) = ,(1) . 
Its components tangential and Donnal to the trajectory are given by 
C, 
-
Ii e, 
v' 
an 
-
-en 
p 
(2.5) 
(2.68) 
(2.6b) 
Here, en means the unit vector normal to the trajectory, which lies in the local osculating 
plane and p is the corresponding local curvature radius . 
One elementary example is the parabola of a tbrow in a uniform gravita.tional field 
(d. Fig. 2.3). Using &ppropriale initial conditions, 
a = 9 = -ge. 
can be integrated to 
v(t) = 110 + 9 t = Vo cosael' + (vo sina - 9 t)e. 
which again can be integrated to 
T(I) = (votcoso + %o)e, + (volsino - ~gt' + :o)e, 
(2.7a) 
(2.7b) 
(2.7c) 
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Fi,.].', The throw in a uniform !ravilational field with initial velocity vo and inclination 0'. 
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Fi,.2.4. The circular motion with constant angular velocity w = ,pIt. 
This procedure, which derives the motion ret) from a given acceleration aCt) is called 
direct kinematics and results in the well known parabolic path: 
9 , 
z = tan Q % - 2:2 2:r with Xo = 0, Zo = 0 . 
Vo cos a 
(2.8) 
In inverse kinematics the acceleration aCt) is derived from the path ret) by differen-
tiation like in the example of the circular motion with const8J1t angular velocity w = ~ 
(c!. Fig. 2.4): 
ret) = r coswt e~ + rsinwt e, 
vet) = ret) = -wrsinwte~ + wrcoswt e,. 
aCt) = ;,(t) = itt) = -w'r(t) . 
(2.9a) 
(2.9b) 
(2.9c) 
The velocity v is always perpendicular to the position vector r (r· 11 = 0) and the vector 
of the angular velocity w can be introduced by r x v/r'l = we z = w. 
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Mol'C complicated than the circular motion is the motion of the planets around the 
sun. The three Kepler laws 
1. The orbit of each planet is an ellipse with the sun at one focus. 
2. The radius vector from the sun to a planet sweeps out equal areas in equal intervals 
of time. 
3. The squares of the periods of revolution of any two planets are proportional to the 
cubes of the semimajor axes of the respective orbits. 
are a purely kinematic description based on observations. They can be used to derive 
the structure of the gravitational force or vice versa Newton's law of gravitation can be 
used to derive Kepler's observations. 
2.2 Kinematics of a rigid body 
In order to uniquely describe the position and the orientation of a rigid body in space 
six independent coordinates are necessary. Of course, there exist a lot of different pos-
sibilities for realization. An appropriate way is to use the three cartesian coordinates of 
the center of mass x~, !Ie, z~ defined by 
f. ,rp{z,y,z)dzdydz 
r,={z"y"z,)= f.'. ( )ddd ..,olP X , fj,Z x fj Z (2.1O) 
where p(x,Y,z) is the mass density, and a,p,..., are the three Eulerian angles for the 
orientation of a body-fixed coordinate system e'1(, whose origin coincides with the center 
of mass (cf. Fig. 2.5), with respect to the dire<:tions of the space-fixed axes (X),{Y), (Z). 
The most general motion of the rigid body is the superposition of the velocity of 
its center of mass r c; (t) "'=' Vc; and a rotation around the center of mass with an angular 
velocity w{t): 
r(t) = ",{t) + w(t) x (r{t) - r,{t)) (2.11) 
The vector w of the instantaneous angular velocity can be projected onto the space-fixed 
axes as well as onto the axes of the body-fixed coordinate system. These components 
can be expressed by the Eulerian angles and their time derivatives 
w, "'=' -,Baina + ..ysinpcosQ (2.12a) 
w, "'=' pcosa+..ysinpsina (2.12b) 
w, C. + 'r cos /1 (2.12c) 
we -a sin,8 cos..., + psin..., (2.13a) 
w, = osin,8sin,. + ,Bcos..., (2.13b) 
w( = c.oos/1+'r (2.13c) 
An example is the force-free motion of a symmetric top. 
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Pi,.2.S. Coordinatn (or the determination of position and orientation of a rigid body in space. The 
Euler angle fj is the angle between the (Z).. and {. axis , the Euler angle Q is defined as the angle between 
the line of intersection orlhe (Z)(-plane with the (X)(Y)-pl&1le and the (X)-axis, and the Euler angle -y 
is the angle between the line of intersection of the (Z){-plane witb the ('1'"plane and the (-&xis. 
2.3 Kinematics of the special theory of relativity 
When computing animation sequences which involve relative motions of the objects or 
oC the observer, usually a Galilei transformation 
z' 
-
z - VI 
y' y (2.14) 
, 
z - z 
I' 
-
I 
is applied to transfonn from a coordinate system XY Z to a system X'Y' Z' moving 
relative to each other in X (and X') direction with the velocity V (d. Fig. 2.6) . This is 
a very good approximation for terrestrial scenarios with relative velocities much smaller 
than the velocity of light. The correct space-time structure of our physically real world, 
however, is much more complex and not imaginable for us. This very strange structure 
is revealed only at velocities, which approach the velocity of light . Therefore, the correct 
relativistic behaviour must be taken into account for the animation of extraterrestrial 
scenes in astrophysical simulations and, of course, in a correct modelling of science 
fiction. 
As the essential step in the transition from non relativistic to relativistic kinematics 
the Galilei transformation (2.14) has to be replaced by the Lorentz transfonnation 
z' _ 
y' 
z' 
t' _ 
z - VI 
(2.15) 
z 
t - (~)z 
../1 - (ln' 
K 
z z 
x 
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FiC' l.I. T,.,o coordinate systems K and K' movinS relative to each other in X (and X') direction with 
the velocity V . 
The main consequences are the Lorentz contraction of moving bodies, the time dilata-
tion (better known as the famous twin patadoxon) and the strange properties of the 
relativistic theorem for adding velocities. For velocities in the range of human experience 
the relativistic effects are tiny. Even a racing car at a speed of 300 km/h is shortened 
by 1.5 x 10-13 m which is only 1/1000 oC the diameter of an atom. But at velocities ap-
proaching the velocity of light c = 300 000 km/s the effects become dramatic. However, 
it should be noted that the Lorentz transConnation (2.15) tells us what we measure but 
not what we sec. 
2.4 Effects of signal propagation time 
Especially in scientific visualisation, it might become necessary to distinguish between 
the kinematic behaviour which can already be quite complicated like in special relativity 
and the visual appearance of this behaviour for the observer. The only way we can 
experience the state of a distant object is by receiving physical signals from there. 
Those signals spread with a certain characteristic velocity which leads to the fact that 
a signal which was sent out from a part of the object which was further away is received 
at later time. 
Therefore, a picture which we take of the object at a certain time contains informa-
tion about the object at various time steps before. II, for example, one tries to animate 
what bats "see", one hns to take into account the velocity of sound in air. 
This effect is even more dramatic in special relativity where we have to deal with 
the finite velocity of light in order to gain a correct visual impression of the space-
time structure. The picture we would see of a relativistic moving object is produced 
by photons which arrive at the same time at the eye or at a detector, but which were 
emitted Cram the object when it was at various positions. Fig. 2.7 shows that a straight 
rod, which is moving towards us at a very high speed will appear bent , because the 
photons from the outer parts have to travel a longer way than the ones from the inner 
parts and have thus to be started, when the rod was further away. 
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liC.J.7. A straight rod which La moving towards the observu with .. velocity of almost the speed of 
light will appur bent, because the phOt.oM (rom the outer part. of the rod have to travel a longer way 
and therefore have to start earlier in order to arrive at. the same time at the observer. 
Combining the effects of the Lorentz·transformation (like contraction and abernv 
tion) and light travel time an even simple kinematic animation like fiying with almost 
the velocity of light through Berlin '8 Brandenburg gate gives a visual impression one 
would naively have never expected (d. Fig. 2.8) (Ert! et aI., 1991). 
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Fig. %.8. A visualisation of the space-time structure of speciaJ relativity, when fiying with various veloc-
ities through the Brandenburg gate. The four images on the left hand side show what the observer sees 
when he moves with 10% of the spet:d of light. The various sides of the building Me colored differently 
for beUet orientation: tbe front. is yellow, the rear is blue and the inner sides Me red, brown and orange. 
In the bott.om picture the observer has turned 180 degre-es and looks back towards the rear side. The 
(our images in the right column show what an observer would see, if he moved with 99% of the speed 
of light. The gale appears dramatically distorted and I\lthough the observer looks into the direction of 
the motion he is able to see the inner and the rear sides as well . 
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3 Basic principles of dynamics 
In this chapter we will present a short review of the pbysica11aws which are necessary 
to produce physically correct molion for computer animation. Dynamics describes the 
motion of point mllSse5 and rigid bodies under the influence of external forces. 
3.1 Mechanics of point masses 
In ordinary computer animation sequences the occuring velocities are much smaller than 
the velocity of light and the gravitational (orces are small as well. Therefore, Newton's 
laws are the appropriate theory for correct description of the dynamical behaviour: 
1. Witbout external forces, a body is at rest or moves with constant velocity on a 
straight line. 
2. An external force F acting on a body of mass m results in an acceleration a with 
F=ma. 
3. actio = reactio that means to every action corresponds a reaction in opposite di-
rection and of equal size. 
3.1.1 Newton's law (or the motion of a point mass 
The motion of a point mass m under the influence of an external force F is given in an 
inertial frame by Newton's second law: 
mr = F (3.1) 
Forces with constant magnitude corresponding to the kinematic examples in the last 
cha.pter are the gravity F = mg and the centrifugal force F = mw2 r . 
Eq. 3.1 is a differential equation of second order for the position vector r. With 
given initial voJues at t = 0 for positioll ro and velocity 110 and known force F( r, t), the 
motion CM immediately be calculated by integration of (3.1). This procedure is called 
direct dynamics and the result is the position vector r = ret) as a function of lime. 
1 
aCt) = - F(t) 
m 
(3 .2a) 
1 l' vet) = - F(t')dt' + Vo 
m 0 
(3.2b) 
ret) = ~ l (l' F(tU)dtU) dt' + vot + ro (3.2c) 
It is convenient to introduce the momentum p : 
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p= m17 (3.3) 
Newton's law then rcads 
p=F I (3.4) 
which leads to the consequence that without external forces momentum is conserved: 
F = 0 ~ p = constant (3.5) 
The angular momentum of a point mass with momentum p with respect to the origin 
of the coordinate system is defined as 
L=r x p , 
and the torque T produced by a force acting at r 8.8 
T=rxF 
This quanititcs are used in the dynamic equation for rotation: 
L· d( ) .. . T = dt rxp =r x p+rxp=rxp= . 
In the absence of external torques the angular momentum is conserved: 
T=O ~L=constant . 
3.1.2 Relativistic dynamics of a point mass 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
For animation problems in our daily environment Newton's mechanics is the appropriate 
theory. For arumation problems in astrophysics and above all in science fiction with 
velocities near the velocity of light, the special theory of relativity must be applied. 
Besides the different kinematics discussed in Sect. 2.3, there are also modifications in 
dynamics compared with Newton's theory. 
For a point mass the relativistic equations of motion are fonnally quite similar to 
Newton's equations 
-F 
dp 
dt 
dE _ F·v 
dt 
(3.lOa) 
(3.10b) 
The essential difference is that the relativistic momentum p and the relativistic energy 
E for a mass point with rest mass rno has the form 
p= 
mov (3.lIa) v1 -m' 
moc2 (3.lIb) v1 -m' E= 
with the consequence that for any object the velocity of light c is the limiting velocity. 
The treatment of extended bodies in the frame of a relativistic theory is a highly 
complicated task and far beyond the scope of this tutorial. Even the terminus rigid body 
is not allowed, since in a rigid body the sound velocity is infinite and therefore larger 
than c. 
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3.1.3 Non-inertial coordinate systems 
For some purposes it can be convenient to observe the motion from a moving. an ac-
celerated or a rotating system. There are two ways to solve this problem. The first is 
to solve (3.1) in the inertialsyslem and then to transform the solution into the desired 
system. The other possibility. which is completely equivalent to the first, is to transform 
(3.1) into the non-inertial system. When transforming into a rotating system we use the 
general law for the transformation of the time derivative 
d ,r 
dt-dt+ wx , (3.12) 
where ~: denotes the lime derivative in the rotating system. The resulting modified 
equation of motion contains additional tenns. E.g., in the transition to a rolating system 
with the angular velocity OCt) terms describing Corialis forces, centrifugal forces and 
forces caused by the time dependence of n arise: 
~r Ir . 
mdt' = F-2mn x dt -mn x(nxr)-mn x r (3.13) 
Although (3.13) seems to be far more complicated there arc many cases, where (3.13) is 
the better formulation . One example is the motion of particles in a binary system with 
two orbiting stars as presented in Fig. 3.1. 
point of 
equilibrium 
FiC.J.l. The trajectories of particles in a. rotating fra.me under influence of the gravitational forces of 
two orbiting atars 
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3.1.4 Computer animation by particle simulation 
The method of particle simulation is a powerful tool to treat hydrodynamic problems. 
Furthermore. this approach automatically leads to animation sequences. The basic idea 
is to replace the 1025 - IDeo atoms or molecules of a macroscopic gaseous or fluid 
object by 10" - lOS pseudo particles which interact in such a way that the macroscopic 
properties like pressure or viscosity are correctly simulated. The equations of motion 
of these pseudo particles including all external and internal forces are integrated and 
macr05copic physical quantities are derived form the positions and velocities of the 
particles. In order to obtain smooth simulation pictures the pseudo particles a.re smeared 
out to a continuous density. 
A good example for this very general method is the {ormation of an accretion disk in 
a close binary system. (Ruder el aI., 1990). Such a system consists of 8. normal star and a 
degenerated object, e.g. a white dwarf' star, a neutron star or a blad. hole. The nonna! 
star fills its Roche volume and matter flows from the equilibrium point between the 
two stars to the compact object and forms a disk caused by the angular momentum of 
the overflowing matter. 10 the corotating system of the two stars the dynamic equation 
which must be solved for each particle has the form 
d'~ ( Gm, Gm,) - = V + -2(lx~-(lx«(lx_) 
dt 1-, - -I 1-, --I 
1 
- - V P + Yl'.~, (3 .14) 
P 
where, on the right hand side, the terms represent the gravitational forces of the two 
stars, the Coriolis force, the centrifugal force, the pressure (p is the density) and the 
viscosity. 
Due to viscous interaction the orbits around the compact object become circular, 
mass flows inwards and angular momentum flows outwards in the disk. In Fig. 3.2 
some snapshots of the time evolution series are shown. In addition, the viscosity causes 
dissipation of energy, which leads to a local temperature. A realistic animation sequence 
is obtained by converting the corresponding spectral (Planck) distribution for these 
temperatures to colours on a graphic screen. For the simulation of a stationary disk, as 
shown in Fig. 3.3, 40 000 pseudo particles are necessary and the computation based on 
a well vectorized code requires more than a day of cpu time on a eray 2 supercomputer. 
3.2 Euler's equations for the motion of a rigid body 
A point mass is a very special case for animation purposes. More general, the objects, 
WIDch should be animated, are rigid bodies or systems of rigid bodies connected by 
joints. A rigid body is defined by its total mass M and its tensor of inertia B, which in 
a body-fixed e'1( -system with the origin in the center of mass has the following form 
(3.15) 
p = p({,q,() is the local density of matter and dT' = d{dqd( is the volume element. 
Its position and orientation in space is defined by the three cartesian coordinates 
Xc, Ye t Ze for the position of the center of mass and by the three Euler angles 0, p, "y for 
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Fig. '.2. A time series showing the formAtion of an accretion disk as a result of a dynamic computer 
simulation . Because of the gravitational pull of the compact object, matter is pulled away (rom the red 
star forming a thin disk around the white dwarf. 
Fig. 3.3. An evolved stationary accretion disk where the color coding represents the local temperature 
produced by viscous interaction of the particles. 
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the orientation of a body-fixed coordinate system (d. Fig. 2.5). The introduction of a 
body-fixed system is essential since in a space-fixed coordinate system the components 
of the tensor of inerlia of a rigid body are not constant, but depend on the position and 
orientation of the body in space in a complicated way. 
The definition of the body-fixed. system is arbitrary, however, a special choice, namely 
the principal axes of inertia and the origin in the center of mass is very advantageous. 
In this system, the tensor of inertia takes a simple diagonal form 
with 
o 
B 
o 
A = f(~2 + (2)p({,~,()d{d~d( 
B = fee + (2)p({ , ~,()d{d~d( 
C = fee + ~2)p({, ~,()d{d~d( 
where A, B, C are the principle moments of inertia. 
ri,_ , .•• Forces actins on a riaid body 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
In general, a number of forces act on the rigid body (d. Fig. 3.4) and the problem 
is the resulting motion in space. Using center-or-mass coordinates %c, !Ie, Zc and fixing 
the origin of the body-fixed e'1( -system at the centee of mass the equations of motion 
for the system decouple in an equation for the center of mass and one relative to it : 
M14=P=LF; (3.18a) 
t = ~(ew) - Dr: x F;) + L71 (3.18b) 
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Here M = f P d{d~d( denotes the total mass of the rigid body, F; the external forces, 
L the angular momentum and 'Ii the external torques relative to the center of mass. 
The motion of the center of mass can easily be calculated by integrating (3.180.). The 
integration of (3.lSb) needs a further processing since with respect to space-fixed axes 
the components of the tensor of inertia are, in general, time-dependent. Therefore, the 
time derivative 1t in the space-fixed system must be expressed by the time derivative 
~: in the rotating body·fixed system with the help of the general relation (3.12). Using 
(3.12) and 8 = const in the body-fixed frame, the Eulerian equations of motion of a 
rigid body follow immedi.tely from (3.18b) 
dL( 
dt 
dL, _ Bw, + w(wdA - C) = T, 
dt 
dL( 
dt 
(3.19.) 
(3.19b) 
(3.19c) 
Knowing the torques these equations can be integrated, yielding the components 
""(,"".,,""( of the angular velocity projected on the body-fixed axes as functions of time. 
To arrive finally at the motion of the body-fixed system a further integration is neces-
sary, namely the integration of the first-order differential equation system connecting 
the components w(,w" ,w, with the Eulerian angles Q,fJ,"Y and their time derivatives, 
which can immediately be obtained from (2.13) 
. 1 ( . ) o = - -:--:0 W( cOS"Y + w., Sin "Y 
SIDfJ 
/J = W( sin "Y + w., cos "Y 
..y = w( cot fJ COS..., - WI) cot fJ sin "Y + we 
(3.20.) 
(3.20b) 
(3.20c) 
Eqs. (3.1), (3.18a) and (3.20) represent the basic equations of motion for a point mass 
and for a rigid body. With given initial conditions for position and velocity and known 
external forces and torques the position of the center of mass and the orientation of the 
body-fixed axes can be calculated by means of a standard integration routine. 
3.3 A simple example: the falling rod 
To warm up let us consider as a simple example a rod Creely falling down from a certain 
height, hitting the bottom and jumping off again. The rod possesses the mass M and 
the length 1. Its tensor of inertia B relative to the ccnter of mass and in the body-fixed 
sytem of the principle axes of inertia is of the fonn 
(
A 0 0) 
B = 0 A 0 
o 0 0 
(3.21 ) 
with A= 11'lM12 . 
The rod is described by the three Cartesian coordinates Xc, Yc, Zc of its center of mass 
lying in the middle of the rod and by the two Eulerian angles a, P for the orient.tion. 
The third Eulerian angle "Y is without meaning since the principle moment of inertia 
around the axis is zero and, therefore, the rod is Dot able to rotate around this axis 
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with the consequence that w, is zero. In free fall, the only external force is the gravity 
M 9 which acts on the center of mass. This is also the reason why the external torques 
vanish. 
Taking into account the above considerations the equations of motion (3.18a) and 
(3.19) simplify to 
Mzc == 0 
Myc: =0 
Mic - -Mg 
"'( = 0 
w., = 0 • 
which immediately can be solved analytically, yidding 
Xc: = vuot + %eO 
Yc: = v",ot + !leO 
1 , 
Zc -'291 +vczot+zcO 
W( ::::: ""(0 
W" = w"o 
(3.22a) 
(3.22b) 
(3.220) 
(3.22d) 
(3.22e) 
(3.23a) 
(3.23b) 
(3.230) 
(3.23d) 
(3.23<:) 
where the values of the position and velocity of the initial state are denoted by an index 
zero. 
The motion of the rod is the superposition of the parabola of its center of mass and 
a rotation with constant angular velocity w = Jwl + w~ around an axis perpendicular 
to the rod. The explicite time dependence of the Eulerian angles can be obtained by 
integrating (3.20) 
tan Q = tan (wt)/ sin,8mill! 
005/3 = cos(wt)COS'smin 
(3.24a) 
(3.24b) 
where fJmin is the smallest angle between the axis of the rod and the z-axis, which occurs 
during the rotation. 
The falling and rotating rod is also an appropriate example to discuss basically what 
happens during an impact. To demonstrate more clearly the essential idea we simplify 
the motion and assume that the rod rotates in the same plane in which its center of 
mass moves. This means Q ;;: O. To be consistent with later notation we introduce the 
angle <p = 900 - f3 for the orientation of the rod. Fig. 3.5 shows the situation at the 
moment of impact. 
The motion is completely described by 
z, = vcrOt + XcO (3.25a) 
1 , (3.25b) z, 
- -29t + vuot + ZcO 
<p= -w,t + rpo (3.250) 
With Xe, Ze we denote the Cartesian coordinates of the lower impacting end of the rod, 
which are geometrically related to the coordinates X e , Ze , rp by 
I 
Xe = Xc - 2: COS<p (3.26a) 
I 
Ze=Zc-2: smrp (3.26b) 
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fi,.l.S. Coordinate!ll and external forces of a ri,id rod durin, impaet 
The time derivative of (3.26) yields for the corresponding velocities 
. I . . x~ = Xc + '2smcpcp 
. I . 
Zt Zc - 2 cos 'PCP 
(3.27a) 
(3.27b) 
As a further notation we introduce the upper indices impact for the values of the quan-
tities at the time of the impact, before for immediately before and after (or immediately 
after the impact. 
Assuming the rod and the bottom to be infinitely rigid the duration of the impact 
is infinitely short and the ground reaction force F G is a 6-peak. The integration of the 
equations of motion 
Mie = Fcz(t) = cz6(timplod) 
Mi, = -Mg + Fe,(t) = -Mg + c,6(t;mp. ,,) 
8cp = (z~mp..:t - xc)FG.t - (z~mp&Ct - zc)Fcz 
(3.28a) 
(3.28b) 
(3.28c) 
over the infinitesimally short impact time leads to the relations between the changes of 
the linear and angular momenta and the integral of the impact forces and torques 
t,mp,"",,+( 
M(i: fter - :i~efore) = M ilzr. = 1 FGr:(t')dt' = c" 
I, mp,"",' _( 
r,mp.c·+c 
M(i:her _ z~dore) = M t1ic = ( [-Mg + FG",(t')] dt' = c", 
J"mp""_r 
(3.29a) 
(3.29b) 
(3.29c) 
To calculate explicitly these changes further information on the mechanical properties 
of the ground is necessary. Two limiting cases are on the one hand a totally elastic 
behaviour and on the other hand a totally inelastic behaviour. In the first case the 
z·component of the velocity of the impacting end zr. of the rod alters its sign and the 
second equation for dctcnnining the constants Cr; and c" is the conservation of the 
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total energy during the impact. In the second case the end of the rod comes to rest 
immediately after the impact, which yields the two additional equations desired. 
Let us first look to the totally elastic case. The equation of the reversal of the z-
velocity reads 
i alter • 
_ibdort ~ 
• 
. after . bdore 
%11 - ZII 
i:fttr _ ~ cos (lPhap.c'h~·lter _ i~fo,e + ~ cos (cplmpael)""bdore 
~ .£lie - ~ cos (ct'im pa4:l)Llcp = _2.i~rore 
and the conservation of the total energy during the impact leads to 
E arler _ Eberarl! = 0 ====> 
~M [(z:he,)l + (Z:fter)2] + A{gz~mpact + ~e(r,Oa(ler)l 
_ ~Af [(:i~dore)2 + (i~doreyl] _ Afgz~mp.d _ ~e(~bdO,e)2 
= ~M [Ll:idLlIc + 2I~elore) + .6.ze(Llze + 2i~fofe») 
+ ~e [Ll";(Ll.,i>+ 2.,;b·'·")1 = 0 
(3.30a) 
(3.30b) 
(3.30c) 
Eqs. (3.30b,c) and (3.29c) determine the changes of the velocities during the impact. 
The values of the quantities immediately before the impact can be calculated from the 
solution (3.25) and depend uniquely on the initial conditions. Having the changes at 
hand the values of the positions at the impact and the values of the velocities immedi-
ately after the impact serve as initial conditions for the further motion until the next 
impact. 
In the second ease of a totally inelastic impact with z:fter = 0 and i:her = 0 the 
equations read 
L!z. _ zaher _ ibefore = _ibefore ====::-
•• • 
L1xe = x~her + ~ sin (~imp~t)!f'afttr _ x~efore _ ~ sin (tpiInP~t ),pbefore 
====::- L1zc + ~ sjn(??imp~t)L1~ = _:r~efore (3.3Ia) 
iafter _ ibefort = _ ibtfore ====::-
•• • 
. after I (impact) . after ·before + I cos( ,,,impact),,;,befort 
- Zc - '2 cos tp tp - Zc '2 T T 
ollie - ~ cos(lPimp~')L1~ = _i~efore (3.3Ib) 
From (3.31a,b) and (3.29c) with the same procedure as above the motion can further 
be monitored. Of course, in this case the tot81 energy is not conserved. In Fig. 3.6 three 
stroboscopic time series of a falling rod are shown for different elastic behaviour of the 
ground. 
In the above considerations the impact is a point event in time. If one is interested 
in details during the impact the mechanical properties of the colliding parts must be 
taken into account. This requires the knowledge of the relation between the reaction 
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Fig.3.6. Three stroboscopic time series of a falling rod for an increasing (top to bottom) damping 
component in the ground reaetion force. 
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force and the local defonnalion and, if damping elements are present, the instantaneous 
deformation velocity. Inserting a realistic relation Fc(rddarm,'rdclorm) into the right 
hand sides of (3.28) and integrating numerically these equations yield all quantities as 
continuous functions of time even in the impact region, which is now exlented in a small 
time interval. As an example for a specific ground behaviour the following relations could 
be used as components of the ground reaction force: 
Fer = pFc,. (3.32) 
The vertical component of the ground reaction force depends on the defonnation and on 
the deformation velocity of the groundi Q, band d are material constants. The horizontal 
component of the ground reaction force is usually determined by friction and therefore 
proportional to Fe,. 
4 Mechanics of multi-linked models for 
biomechanical simulations 
For the modelling of human beings or animals with legs and arms multi-linked systems of 
extended bodies connected by joints are necessary. Developing a satisfactory model is by 
no means a trivial problem. The joints and their constraints must be correctly described 
as well as the mechanical properties of the body segments. Important is the action of 
external forces especially during short impacts and, finally, the time development of 
the internal torques in the joints, which are generated by the skeletal muscles and thus 
reflect the free will of the being to control its motion. 
4.1 Description of a multi-linked system 
In principle, the mechanical problem of a multi-linked system has been solved for a long 
time. We will recapitulate some general facts. 
4.1.1 Coordinates and degrees of freedom 
Let us consider a system with n segments and n - 1 joints. At first , we will assume that 
the motion takes place in a plane. Then, each segment is defined by three coordinates, 
two cartesian coordinates for the position of the center of mass and one angle for the 
orientation {cf. Fig. 4.1a}. 
All together we have 3n coordinates and, therefore, we need 3n equations. In the 
plane case each joint yields two conditions, namely that the coordinates of the two end 
points of corresponding segments coincide. Taking into account these conditions we end 
up with 3n - 2(n - I} = n + 2 degrees of freedom. The number n + 2 is also the minimal 
number of coordinates needed for a unique description. These coordinates are free from 
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any restrictions. Additionally, we have three equations of motioo, two for the center 
of mass of the whole system and one for the motion relative to it . Thus, there remain 
n + 2 - 3 = n - 1 quantities undetennined, the torques in the n - 1 joints, the free will 
of the individual. 
An other way to consider the same subject is to regard each segment separately. In 
our plane case we Deed 3 coordinates (%ci, Zci,¥'i) for each segment and, with known 
forces and torques acting on the segment, the motion of its center of mass and relative 
to it can be obtained by numerically integrating the 3 equations of motion 
Mjrci - L Fijz 
1 
LFi j , 
j 
L (zjjFjjz - ziJF:Jz) - 2: Tin 
1 j 
( . ) 
(% " , ~, , ) 
(4.1a) 
(4.1b) 
(4.1c) 
(b) z 
ri, . ... I. (a) Coordinates of • plane multi· linked system. Each aqmf::nl ill defined by the Cartesian 
coordinates Z ci. ZCl of iLB c~nLer of mUll and an ans'e If'i determinins its orient.tion nlative to the 
hori~ontalline . (b) Forces and torques actins on the eqmenLs. Beside the edernal (orces like sravitation 
and sround reaction (orce additionally, (or the first joint, the internal (orces and torques are shown. 
EJ F'J and Lj Ttj contain all forces and torques, external and internal, acting on the 
segment . The external forces such as gravitation, friction or contact forces must be 
given, the internal forces are caused by the constraints of the joints. Due to actio = 
reactjo there are two unknown force components at a joint acting in opposite direction 
on the two segments connected by this joint. Since the condition of a joint yields two 
equations, the 2(n-l ) internal forces are uniquely determined by the 2(n - l) equations 
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of the joint conditions. These forces are necessary to keep the segments together. The 
standard method to deal with such problems is the Langrangian Connalism. Solving the 
30 + 2( n - 1) equations, the motion of the n connected segments and the internal joint 
forces are obtained simultaneously. The (n - 1) torques, of course, are free again and 
dctcnninc the active behaviour of the model . 
The same counting rhymes can be applied to a three dimensional model. To deter-
mine the degrees of freedom we nole that one segment needs six coordinates and the 
n - 1 joints yield 3(n - 1) conditions thus, the minimal number of free coordinates is 
given by 6n - 3(n -1) = 3n + 3. Taking into account the six equations of motion for the 
whole system, we end up with 3(0 - 1) fredy choosable internal torques. This number, 
however, is only valid for freely movable spherical ball joints. 
4.1.2 Joints and constraints 
In the simulation of the motion of animals or human beings the modelling of joints is an 
essential part. Simple cases are hinge joints, which are movable around definite axes, or 
spherical ball joints, which are freely movable in three dimensions. For such joints the 
conditions for the connection of the two segments can easily be fonnulated as algebraic 
equations. An example for a ball joint is the human hip, one for a hinge joint is the 
human knee. The last is true only in a first approximation, a closer inspection exhibits 
a complex structure shown in Fig 4.2. 
fi, .•. :z. Skeletal structure or the numan knee JOint with the different muacle and joint forces . 
Far more complicated are joints without axes or points of rotation. Biological exam· 
pIes of such joints are the shoulders. Joints of this type can be modelled by introducing 
appropriate trunk· fixed and arm·fixcd surfaces, which roll and slide on each other. These 
surfaces must be individually detennined with the help of film analysis. 
A further important aspect in modelling joints is the range of mobility. Each joint 
possesses a definite range of angles for flection depending on the structure of the skeleton. 
During the course of animation sequences care must be taken that the joint angles do not 
exceed these biological limits. Of course, the most promising way is to imitate nature. 
When approaching the limiting angle in the joint an internal torque is built up which 
decelerates the motion and prevents an overshooting. This torque must depend on the 
difference of the actual joint angle and the limiting angle c,Plimit and on the angular 
velocity of the joint a.ngle. This velocity dependence is necessary to include a damping 
mechanism and thus to avoid an unnatural clastic reflection from the stop. A reasonable 
form of this torque is 
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T(ltpu~lt - tpjoi.tl,~joi.t) = 
{ ~a(l\Plim .. - \pjoiod)' + c]-'(1 + d<p;) for l'PUndt - tpjOiDt I :$ 'POD 
for I~mit - 'PjOiDt I > \POD (4.2) 
where a, b, c, d and tl'OA are adjustable parameters. For a certain joint the angle CPo. 
denotes how many degrees before tplimit the limiting torque starts to act. Typical values 
for 'POP are or the order of a few degrees. 
4.2 The wobbling mass 
In trying to simulate motion with higb accelerations with a multi-linked system con-
sisting of rigid bodies as segments the limits of such a model soon beCome obvious. The 
reasons for this failure are easily recognized by considering a high-speed movie of a jump 
or of an impact. The segments of the human body. trunk, thigh, lower leg, arms are far 
away from reacting like rigid bodies during an impact. Therefore, it is necessary to take 
into account the different composition of the body, namely the rigid skeletal part and 
the soft components like tendons, muscles, organs, and last but not least fat. 
'0.00 j:rou nd reaction force 
In units of the body weight 
8.00 
' .00 
400 
200 
~~~F~G~z~==~~-=~~-=~~~~=-________ ~ ________ ~ 0.00 I 
o. 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 
time in s 
-200 
Fi, .•. ' . Mea.sured ground reaction fot« as a function or time for a down jump with landing on the heel . 
For a better understanding of this requirement we roughly estimate what happens 
during the impact a.fter a down jump of a human body from a height of 1 meter. The 
landing velocity is about 4.4 m/s. The heel is stopped within about 1 cm. Assuming 
for simplicity a constant deceleration this stopping length leads to a deceleration of 
100 times the acceleration of gravity and it acts for about 5 milliseconds. During this 
time the skeletal part or the lower leg comes to rest. The wobbling mass or the body, 
however, remains almost in free fall, covers 3 to 4 em and is then smoothly decelerated 
by the forces coupling it to the skeleton which is already at rest. The measurement of 
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the time evolution of a typical ground reaction force, shown in Fig. 4.3, clearly exhibits 
this behaviour. The height of the impact peak is about eight times the body weight 
and not 100 times and the width is about 20 rns and nol 5 rns. A model consisting 
only of rigid bodies yields totally wrong results, especially, if the internal forces, which 
are of special interest in biomechanical research, are calculated. The further course of 
the ground reac:tion forces, the active phase, is determined by intentionally produced 
torques in the joints. In this region of the motion with smaller accelerations the wobbling 
mass is of secondary importance. 
A correct modelling of the human body, e.g. with finite element methods, is extremely 
expensive and an animation based on this level nearly hopeless. A simple. practicable 
and very successful method to model the essential properties is to introduce a wobbling 
mass (Gruber et aI ., 1987, 1991), which summarizes all the soft parts of a segment 
and which is coupled quasi-elastically aDd strongly damped to the skeletal part. This 
wobbling mass can be moved a.nd rotated relative to the skeleton as shown in Fig. 4.4. 
z 
\ l.--i-_ 
x 
Fil.4 •• • Plane model of one body segment consisting of a skeletal part and a coupled wobbling mass, 
whic:h is movable relative to the skeletal part . The displacement of the centers of mass is described by 
.dr, and the relative rotation by .d~I ' 
The additional coordinates needed to describe the wobbling mass are for each seg-
ment in the plane case two Cartesian coordinates .:1%,. Llz. for the displacement of the 
center of mass of the wobbling mass element with respect to the center of mass of the 
corresponding rigid element and the angles L1",. for the torsion relative to the orien-
tation of the skeletal part. In three dimensions six coordinates are necessary, three for 
the displacement L1xi, L1Yi, L1zi, and three Lln " Llfh, Ll"Yi for the torsion. The motion of 
each wobbling mass is detennined by the six (or three in the plane case) equations of 
motion for an extended body analogously to eqs. (3.1), (3.18a) and (3.20). The forces 
and torques acting in addition to gravity are given by the coupling mechanism between 
skeletal and wobbling part and depend on the displacement coordinates. Via actio = 
reactio the same forces and torques act on the skeletal part in the opposite direction. 
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Therefore, a multi-linked system with wobbling masses possesses the same number of 
internal torques reflecting the free will. 
To adjust as well 88 possible the coupling between the skeletal part and the wob-
bling mass experimental input is necessary. In general, for a small displacement the 
coupling is very loose and it becomes stiff in a narrow range. Such a behaviour can be 
described by" dependence of the fonn (di.placement)m with an exponent m '" 3 ... 4. 
Furthermore, the motions of the wobbling masses are strongly damped and come to rest 
after some few oscillations. This is described by a dependence of the veloci ties on the 
displacements. Additionally, it must be taken inlo account that the coupling constants 
of the wobbling masses are different for displacements parallel or perpendicular to the 
skeletal parts. The relative torques of the angular displacements L1!Pi can be treated in 
an analogous manner. After a long period of biomechanica1 experiments together with 
filting procedures we have found that the following relations for the coupling forces seem 
to be (for the plane case) the best approximations in the framework of our modelling. 
(4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
(4.3e) 
The longitudinal and transversal components F"'i,l and Fwi,~ of the coupling forces 
are then decomposed onto the space-fixed axes and yield the Cartesian components 
FWI,~ and F"'I,%) which enter into the equations of motion. The coupling constants 
GWII bwlt Cw;,I, d",i,l, C"'I,~ and d"'i,t must be adjusted individually. 
To avoid confusion it should be stated that in the model presented here only the 
skeletal parts are connected by joints and, therefore, only they couple via the internal 
reaction forces, but each wobbling mass is only coupled to its corresponding skeletal 
part. 
To become more concrete, we will discuss a three-linked wobbling mass model in 
detail and demonstrate some animation sequences. 
4.3 The three-linked wobbling mass model 
The minimwn number of segments to simulate a human being is three: one segment for 
the trunk, a second for the two (parallel) thighs and a third for the two lower legs. 
A wobbling mass element is coupled to each segment. Even this simplest model 
possesses n + 2 + 3n = 4n + 2 = 14 (for n = 3) eoordinates (see Fig. 4.5) in the plane 
case and 14 second order differential equations must be integrated for the dynamic 
simulation. Furthermore, for an explicit calculation the geometrical and mechanical 
parameters of the model must be fixed. 
4.3.1 Geometrical and mechanical parameters 
As geometrical quantities we have the three lengths Ii of the segments 
lower leg including foot 11 = 0.43 m, 
thigh I, = 0.45 m, 
trunk including head I, = 0.75 m 
and the biologically possible ranges of the two angles 
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Fi, .... S. Coordinates of th~ three-linked wobblin, m .... model. The poeition of the heel is d~rib«i by 
the C&rtesian coordinates (Zit., z.\), the orientations of the .keldal aet,menla by the an!les 'P1.'P2 , 'P3 
and the positions or the wobblinf\: m&S11C8 relative to their correspondin, skeldal parls by the vectors 
or displacement and the aneles of rotalion (d. FiC' 4.4) . 
15° S !f'knee :::; 1800 - IP'l + !PI $ 1820 t 
IS· ~ 'l'h;. = 180· + '1', - '1', ~ 210· . 
The mechanical quantities of the model for each segment are the mass m., the disposition 
in a skeletal part with mR..'t."1 m •• SUlci a. wobbling part m'Ult and the corresponding 
moments of inertia fh. and Biw. (The index 3 stands for skeletal and w for webb/jog.) 
The masses of the segments can be taken from the medical literature and are given in 
units of the total mass m : 
mass of a lower leg including foot mt = 0.06 m, 
mass of a thigh ml = 0.11 m , 
mass of the trunk including head and anns m) = 0.66 m. 
To obtain nwnbers for the percental disposition of each segment. into a skeletal and 
wobbling part is much more difficult. Our experimental studies together with fitting 
procedures yield as reasonable percentages: 
lower leg: skeletal part 25%, wobbling mas, 7S%, 
thigh: skeletal part 2S%, wobbling mass 75%, 
trunk: skeletal part SO%, wobbling mass SO%. 
'OJ 
Experimental data. for the moments of inertia of the segments relative to their centers of 
mass although are not available in the literature, therefore. we approximately calculate 
these quantities by means of the relation for the moment of inertia of a cylinder with 
mass mi, length I" and average radius ri perpendicular to its axis 
(4.4) 
Using the lengths Ii of the segments and experimentally determined radii we obtain 
from (4.4) the following values for the six moments of inertia divided by the total mass: 
e,,/m = 0.00023 m' e'w/m = 0.00037 m' 
e,./m = 0.00047 m' e'w/m = 0.00152 m' 
e,./m = 0.00845 m' e'w/m = 0.03380 m' . 
4.3.2 Equations of motion 
To obtain an impression of the {onn and complexity of the problem, in the following 
the equations of motion for the three-linked wobbling mass model using the coordinates 
from Fig. 4.5 are explicitly giveo (after a lengthy but elementary calculation): 
- ( 2 2) I,. - ( 2) I, . -mz" - ml + m2 + m3 "2 S1DI.pI'P J - m2 + m) 2" SlOtp21.p2 
I 
- m3; Sin1.p3<PJ + mlwaXI + m21DL1z2 + m3wL1x3 (4.5a) 
( ) ~ . , ( )& ., :::; ml + 2m2 + 2m3 "2 COSIPIIPI + m2 + 2m 3 2" COStp2IPl 
(4.5b) 
(4.5c) 
(4.5d) 
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_ 1,. _ A- I, ., 1 F. 
%l - - 8m~I~1 + LaX, = -2 COSCP''P1 - - ",h 2 n11w 
_ I, _ A- 1,. ., 1 F. 
Zl + -2 COS!fll'Pl + "-'ZI = -2 SlDCPI'P1 - -- "'h - 9 
m,v 
- 1 - 1, - A -
Z.Ii + I COS'Pl'Pl + 2' COS"'l"" + UZ2 
1 · ., 1, . ., 1 F. = 1 SmIPI'P1 + - smcp2'P2 - -- ",2. - 9 2 n12. 
Xl -I) sin"'I!;?} -1:zsinY'2c,02 - '~ sincpl~' + L1X3 
1 ., 1 ., 1, ., 1 F. = 1 COSCP)r.p1 + :I COS\"2'P2 + -2 COS'Pl'P3 - -- v" 
m,v 
%11 + '1 COS'PIIp. + 12 COS!p2CP'l + ~ COS'Plr{J3 + ai, 
1 · ., l' ., 1,. ., 1 F. = 1 smr.pt'Pl + :I SIDCP2IP2 + - SlD'P3IP3 - -- ",3:1 - 9 2 m3w 
-8,v(";, + .1";,) = Tv' 
-8,v(";, + .1";,) = Tv, 
-8,w(";' + .1";,) = Tw' 
(4.00) 
( 4.5f) 
(4.5g) 
(4.5h) 
( 4.5i) 
( 4.5j) 
(4.5k) 
(4.51) 
(4.5m) 
(4.5n) 
In addition to the symbols already explained in the previous sections in Eq. (4.5) some 
further new quantities occur, namely the %- and z-component of the ground reaction 
force Fc. and Fcz, the torque Te . which is transmitted at the foot by the ground 
reaction (oree (d. Fig. 4.5) the torques Tn. T23. which are generated by skeletal muscles 
in the knee and hip joints. Tconi is an additional torque in each joint, which is necessary 
to correct the violation of the angular momentum caused by the coupling of the wobbling 
mass. These latter quantities are tiny and only of theoretical interest. 
It should be mentioned that the structure of the equations is always the same as in 
Eq. (4.5). This is valid for two and three dimensions and for an arbitrary number of 
segments. Denoting the vector of independent coordinates with z. the mass matrix with 
M, the vector of the generalized Coriolis and centrifugal forces wi th C and the vector 
of the generalized forces and torques acting on each segment with F the equations of 
motion can be generally written in the fonn 
M(z)·:Ii + C(z,z) ~ F(z,z) (4.6) 
to which standard integration routines can be applied. 
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4.4 Inverse and direct dynamics 
The equations of motion can be considered from two basically different points of view. 
On the one hand the motion can be regarded as known, then the left hand sides of 
the equations are determined and the forces and torques on the right hand side can 
be calculated. This procedure requires experimental input either by film analysis or by 
measurements of accelerations. On the other hand with all external (orces and internal 
torques given the integration of the equations of motion leads to the physically correct 
motion of the system. We will now di8CUSS in BOrne detail these two aspects. 
4.4.1 Inverse dynamics 
The simplest case is to fix markers at the body and to follow the space-time trajectory 
of these points with the help of a high-speed camera or other adequate systems. Ideally, 
as a result all coordinates describing the system are given on a discret time grid with 
typical time steps of the order of milliseconds. In order to obtain the forces and torques 
these time sequences have to be differentiated twice {d. Eq. (4.5) and (4.6)). This 
numerical differentiation leads to an artificially oscillating behaviour and to a reduced 
accuracy in the time resolution. An additional complication results from the fact that 
the markers are fixed at the skin which shows a displacement with respect to the skeleton 
especially by motions with high accelerations. However, for slow motions the method 
of film analysis works well and is successfully applied in gait analysis in biomechanical 
research (e.g. Aleshinsky and Zatsiorsky, 1978; Zajac and Gordon, 1989). 
In order to experimentally investigate motions with high acceleration like impacts 
during contact with the ground we have developed an alternative method to determine 
the internal forces and torques. To avoid the problems introduced by the numerical dif-
ferentiation the external forces are directly measured by means of force platforms and a 
sufficient number of accelerations by appropriately placed accelerometers. These devices 
can be operated at higher frequencies of about 4 kHz yielding experimental data with 
a far better time resolution. As follows from the general considerations in Sect. 4.1.1 
concerning the degrees of freedom of a multi-linked model and as can be explicitly seen 
from Eq. (4.5) in the case of a plane three-linked model the two internal torques are 
unknown quantities even if all external forces and torques are measured. These two 
(or n - 1 in the general plane or 3(n - 1) in the most general threedimensional case) 
internal torques are not accessible to a direct measurement without invasive operations. 
This problem can unbloodily be solved by measuring the corresponding number of ac-
celerations. Then, the internal torques are gained from these experimental input not by 
twofold differentiating but by integrating the equations of motioo, a procedure, which 
is numerically far more stable and yields a much higher degree of accuracy. 
With the external and internal forces and torques at hand the physically correct coo-
tinuous motion can be calculated in a reproducible way. Furthermore, at each arbitrary 
plane of intersection of the body the forces and torques transmitted in this plane can 
be determined at any moment, which is of special interest in biomechanical problems. 
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4.4.2 Controlling direct dynamics 
The ultimate goal of producing animation sequences (or human beings and animals is 
the physically realistic simulation of the motion taking into ~count the biomechanical 
constraints, the cornet mechanical properties of the objects and a behaviour controlled 
feedback for the building up of the internal torques. This means that all forces and 
torques, which enter the equations of motion, are determined either by a rellltion be-
tween the force, the deformation and the deformation-velocity or by a self-controlling 
mechanism. 
4.4.2.1 External readioD (orces 
These forces arise when a body segment collides with objects in its environment. For 
almost all possible situations a relation of the fonn 
(4.7) 
for each component of the force with appropriately adjusted parameters is a sufficiently 
good approximation. The parameters can be determined either empirically or in the 
frame of an elast~mechanical theory. To give an example, in Fig. 4.6 the experimental 
force--defonnation relation of the human heel is shown for the static and a dynamic case. 
51l1l.Il'r-______________ --, 
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FiC.4 ••. Empirical (orce-de(ormation relation o( the human h~1 (or the atatic and a dynamic case. 
In general, the relation for the reaction force is a superposition of the mechanical 
properties of the body and the object. An example is a down jump on a plank, where 
as well the elastic properties of the heel enter as the bending of the plank (cf. Sect. 4.5). 
In the presence of friction as a further constraint the component of the reaction force 
tangential to the striking surfaces must be smaller than the component perpendicular 
to the surface times the coefficient of friction otherwise sliding sets on. 
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4.4.2.2 Adive internal torques 
As discussed previously the internal torques produced by the muscles determine the 
controlled part of the motion. One way to find the torques for a desired motion as 
{unctions of time is the simple trial and error method, e.g. starting from a given initial 
state, varying the torques and integrating the equations of motion until the desired 
final slate is achieved. A far more sophisticated way is to control the increase and the 
decrease of the internal torques by an active feedbac.k mechanism. This method shall be 
demonstrated by the example of the active deceleration phase after a down jump. 
During the free--fall phase the joint angles are assumed to be constant. Therefore, 
the internal net torques must be zero. Shortly after the impact the heels have come to 
rest, the velocity of the center of mass of the whole body is somewhat reduced by the 
impact and at the same time the bending of the body segments abruptly starts with 
definite angular velocities. They have to be stopped by building up the internal torques. 
Right before the impact the muscles are actively strained, however, without producing 
net torques. Caused by the bending of the segments the joint angles alter, the strained 
muscles and tendons are expanded and automatically produce torques, already a few 
milliseconds after impact. Due to the mechanical properties of the muscles and ligaments 
the increase of the torques is approximately proportional to the angular velocities fjJjj 
of the joint angles -.pt, . Therefore, in this start phase of increasing torques the internal 
torque Tij in a joint at the time t + dt can be calculated by 
(4.8) 
Of course, the torques cannot increase infinitely. Each joint is only able to build up 
a maximum torque 77;aJ(. Therefore, the increase of the torque will slow down when 
approaching this limiting torque. Such a behaviour can well be modelled by modifying 
(4.8) by an additional factor 
(4.9) 
Eq. (4.9) leads to a linear increase of the torque at the beginning and a smooth approach· 
ing to T:';u. With appropriate chosen parameters for each joint the torque evolution 
of the form (4.9) leads, e.g. for a down jump, to a physically realistic hopping of the 
model. 
To produce more and more complex lIlotions more and more control parameters must 
be introduced in modelling the torques. The alteration of the torques can be controlled 
either by the coordinates and velocities of the body segments themselves or by external 
conditions of the environment. A simple example is the controlling of the deceleration 
phase after a down jump by the z-componcnt of the velocity of the center of mass which 
can be written as an additional factor in (4.9) of the form 
T;j(t + dt) (4 .10) 
. (r;;U -T;j(t») [ (i' )] = T,j(t) + C,,/fIij(t) Trrx • 1 + aij i~mpa( ' - 1 dt . 
The choice of the parameter aij dctcnnines at what squat position the body comes to 
rest. 
As an example for the modelling quality which can be achieved within the frame· 
work presented, in Fig. 4.7 the measured. ground reaction force of a down jump (cf. 
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12 ... jlround reaction force 
In units of the body weight 
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FiC.4.1. Comparison of the meuured and calculated components or the sround reaction (orces during 
the l&nding on the heel and the following d«ele:ration phase alter a down jump. The theoretical curve. 
are produced by intestatins the ~uations or motion (4 .5) without any cJlperimental input. 
Fig. 4.3) is shown together with the calculated force which was produced without any 
experimental input. This excellent agreement proves that the whole motion is physic.ally 
correct described within an error of a few ~cents. 
To remain realistic for actively motivated torques the finite reaction time of 8. human 
being, which is of the order of 0.1 s, must be taken into account. This means a retardation 
of this amount in using coordinates and velocities for the calculation of those changes in 
the torques which are caused by reactions of external conditions. Studies of such kind 
are also of great interest for biomechanical and behaviour research. At this stage modern 
methods of controlled learning must be applied. Besides these things a retardation is 
also not a trivial problem for the numerical treatment of the intcgration of the equations 
of motion. 
4.5 Jumps and impacts 
The best way to demonstrate the capabilities of our dynamic simulation are, of course, 
animation sequences. In the following Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 snapshots of two down jumps of 
an extended five-linked model are shown. In the first example the intcrnal torques are 
controlled in such a way that the model comes to rest in a squat position and in the 
second example that the model jumps off again and performs a somersault . 
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Fig. 4.8. Snapshots or a down jump of a five-linked model with landing on a bending plank. The internal 
torques are controlled in such a way that the model comes to rest in a squat position. 
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r ig. 4.t. Snapshot.s of a down jump or a five-linked model with landing on a stiff plank. The internal 
torques are here controlled in such a way that the model jumps oR' again and perform!! a somersault. 
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Fig. 4.9. (continued) 
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5 Symbolic and numerical computation 
The methods presented in the previous chapter can canonically be extended to multi~ 
linked systems with more than three links or to threc--dimensional models. However, 
the complexity of the equations of motion describing the planar three-link system with 
wobbling mass makes it obvioU3 that the equations for much more complicated struc-
tures are hard to derive manually. Therefore, symbolic manipulation pa.ckages need to 
be used for an automatic derivation of the equations of motion. 
Basically, there are two different approaches: The most common one is the following. 
In the first step the equations of motion are Cannulated for every single rigid body 
assuming it to be unconstrained. Each rigid body has six degrees of freedom, three 
for translation, and three {or rotation. Corresponding to this number of degrees of 
freedom there are six equations of motion: The three Newtonian equations describe the 
translation of the centre of mass and the three Eulerian equations describe the rotation 
with respect to the centre of mass (Sect. 3.2). In a multi·linked system the n segments 
yield 6 n equations of motion. While assembling the segments to a system the initiaHy 
unknown forces and torques of constraint that effect the coupling between the segments 
are added to the external forces and torques. Additionally, the m constraints give an 
adequate number of further equations resulting in an exactly detennined system of 
6 n + m equations. Unknown quantities in this case arc the second derivatives of the 
segmental coordinates and the components of the forces and torques of constraint. The 
coordinates themseh'cs and their first derivatives are known from the initial conditions. 
In a second step the components of the forces and torques of constraint are eliminated 
from the equations of motion by the usual procedures for the symbolic manipulation 
of systems of linear equations. If there are m constraints the number of equations of 
motion is reduced to a set of 6 n - m. Using these constraints all of the 6 n coordinates 
and their derivatives are replaced by the 6 n - m generalized coordinates and derivatives 
of the system. Thus, the whole procedure results in 6 n - m equations contruning 6 n - m 
unknown quantities. i.e. the second derivatives of the generalized coordinates. Agrun, 
the system of equations is uniquely detennined. 
As an example for this approach we discuss the plane two--linked rigid model (d. 
Fig. 5.1). Here, we lliwe 8 unknowns, the 6 coordinates Xci, .lei, 'PI, Xc2, Zc2, 1.{)2 and the 
2 constraint forces FI2~.FI2~' The equations of motion can be easily derived: 
mlxcl = FG~ + F12~ 
mliel = -m)g + FGz + F12z 
0 1";1 = (rll x FG)r + (r12 x F I2 ), + Tn 
m2.%c2 = -F11r 
m:zzc2 = -m2g - Fl2z 
e,<p, - (r 21 x F J2 )r - T12 
(5.la) 
(5.lb) 
(5.le) 
(5.2a) 
(5.2b) 
(5.2e) 
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Fi,. ~.l. The plane two-linked rigid model. 
In addition, we have the joint conditions, which require that the upper end of the lower 
segment is connected to the lower end of the upper segment: 
I, I, 
Xd + 2" costpl = xo:2 - "2 cosI,f'2 (5.3a) 
I, . I, . (03b) 
Zc1 + "2 SID/f'1 = Zc2 - 2 sm'f'2 . 
Using those, we can introduce 4 independent coordinates Xh,Zh,I{JL,tp2 and eliminate 
the 2 unknown constraint forces and we get the minimum set of differential equations 
for 4 independent coordinates: 
( ) - ( 2) I. . - 1, ._ ml + m2 Xh - m. + m'l "2 SlDtpltpl - m'l'2 SIDtp2tp2 (5.4a) 
( ) 1, ., I, ., 1': = ml + 2m2 "2 COS';?I!;?l + m2"2 COS1.{J2V'2 + G1: 
- I, _ I, _ 
mZh + (mt + 2m2)'2 COS!;?!!;?l + m2'2 COStp2'f'2 (5.4b) 
( 2 ) 1, . . , I,. ., ~ = mt + m2 "2 smtpllf'l + m22' sm<p2r.p2 + rG~ - mg 
e - ~ I,. ~ I, ~ T 
- IIf'I = J.G - "2smtplcG% + "2 COS tp l CC.r + 12 (5.50) 
(o.ob) 
However, serious problems occur when manipulating the equations symbolically fol-
lowing the course of this procedure. Huge algebraic terms are produced during the 
symbolic elimination of the forces and torques of constraint and the replacement of the 
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segmental coordinates by generalized coordinates. With an increasing number of degrees 
of freedom the size of these tenns exceeds the capabilities of symbolic manipulation pro-
grams. Also, the generated source code may reach dimensions which are very hard to 
handle. 
These problems can be avoided by utilizing a method, that requires the solution of 
a system of more equations, but whose terms are of a much simpler structure. The first 
step is the same as the one, described at the top of this section. The resulting system of 
linear equations at the end of this slep, however, consists of 6n + m equations iIUl~ 
of 6n - m. At this point the unknown quantities are the 6n second derivatives of the 
segmental coordinates and the m components of the forces and torques of constraint. 
It is possible to solve the system already at this stage and one obtains the second 
derivatives of the segmental coordinates and additionally the components of the Corces 
and moments of constraint. 
Using this method there are 6 n differential equations of second order to be integrated 
instead oftbe 6n-m ones oC the first approach. Moreover, at every integration step now 
there has to be solved a 6n+m system oClinear equations compared to a 6n-m system. 
The particular terms of the equations, however, are quite simple and thereCore easy to be 
generated automatically. Despite an increased number oC equations the cpu·time needed 
Cor the second approach may decrease because oC the highly simplified tetlll5. 
If we use this approach for the plane two-linked rigid model, we first have to differ· 
entiate the constraint conditions twice: 
- '. ( ., . -) _ " ( .,. - ) 
Xc} -"'2 COS"'I"'I +81O~1~1 = Xc'l-"'2 C05(;'](;'2 +sm!t"2!t"2 
H 11 . .] _ _ I, . .] _ 
.lei + 2( - S10 ?'IIPI + cos IPI';?d = %c2 + 2( - sm IP'~, + cos ';?2(;'2) 
(5.6&) 
(5.6b) 
Together with eq. 5.1, we now have 8 linear equations for 6 second derivatives of the 
coordinates Zd, i~I,~J, :Xc'l, Zc2,,p, and 2 constraint forces F1]., F126 which have a much 
more simple structure than the minimum number eqs. S.3 and S.4. 
Once, the equations of motion are derived in the general Conn of Eq. 4.6, they have 
to be integrated numerically. The first step in order to use one oC the existing integration 
procedures is to split each of the second order equations into two first order equations by 
introducing a new independent variable. Preferably. the symbolic paclcage already does 
this for you, before the equations are output in a fonn which can be easily integrated 
into the source code of your favourite programming language. 
According to the forward formulation of the dynamic simulation the numerical prob-
lem can be characterized as an initial·va.lue problem for a system of coupled ordinary 
differential equations: 
2: = I(t,,,,) ",(t.) = I. (5.7) 
There are many excellent integration routines for initial-value problems available (for 
an overview of the area sec Press, 1986) and one should definitely not start with imple-
menting the Rungc-Kutta algorithm again. For a good tradeoff between accuracy and 
efficiency a variable order, variable stepsize method should be chosen. We made good 
experiences with 8. code called DE (Shampine and Gordon, 1975), which is based on 
an Adams·Bashford predictor·corrector method. Especially when trying to resolve very 
sharp impacts the equations tend to appear stiff. This is a result oC the predictor step 
which obviously cannot predict the correct behaviour after the impact. For this case, 
implicit BDF-methods (Gear, 1968) can be used. 
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The difference betwccn eq. 4.6 and eq. 5.7 shows that the mass matrix has to be 
inverted for each evaluation of the right hand side. We use a routine from LINPACK 
(or this part, but any other matrix &Olver will probably do the job. In order to reduce 
execution time an algorithm was suggested where it is Dot necessary to invert the mass 
matrix {or each evaluation of the right hand side. but only, if it resulted in a significant 
change. 
In the last chapter we tried to show that in our view the oaly reasonable way to 
reach a set of given end conditions (positions and v~locities in the next keyfrnmc) is 
to do a direct dynamic simulation with behavioural control through feedback from 
vision or other senses. However, there is still much more research to be done before 
this method will become computationally feasahle. Until then, there is a need for being 
able to compute bacl<wards. For a simple rigid body (like the rod from Sect. 3.3) this 
leads to a boundary-value problem. Numerical methods which can be used for this 
are either shooting algorithms or relaxation methods. We used extensively a rdaxation 
procedure called Hemodes (Nobill and 'furoUa, 1988) which is based on the Henyey 
method (Henyey ct aI., 1964). For multi-linked models there is DO unique solution for 
the boundary value problem. Solutions can only be found by optimizing additional 
constraints like Corm stability elc. 
Once the dynamic behaviour of the skeleton is computed, there is much more to be 
done in order to generate a realistic looking human body, like the animation of the body 
surface and its reaction to deformations, hair I skin, and facial expressions, but all this 
is far beyond the scope of this tutorial . 
6 A survey of commonly used computer animation 
approaches 
Numerous articles on computer animation can be found in the proceedings of the SI-
GRAPH conferences and in the proceedings of Ult:: Computer Animation Workshops. 
A survey of the slale of the art in synthetic actors and motion control was given by 
Thalmann (1989) and Magncnat-Thalmann (1990). This chapter tries to relate some of 
the work done by other authors in the field of kinematic and dynamic animation to the 
concepts presented in this tutorial and defines some of the commonly used notions. 
Usually, the basic structure for a human animation is a skeleton consisting of a con-
nected set of rigid segments, corresponding to the limbs with joints at each intersection 
of the limbs. The animation of the skeleton is therefore detennined by one position and 
all of the joint angles. The direct kinematic problem consists in computing the positions 
of the ends of the segmcnts as a function of time while not taking into account the forces 
or the moments that cause the motion. This can be done without problems since the 
transformations from joint angles and angular velocities to Cartesian coordinates and 
velocities of the end points of the limbs are well behaved. 
This is not true for the reverse transfonnation which is needed in inverse kinematjcs 
(Featherstone, 1983). Here, the animator is allowed to specify the desired end point 
positions and the sequence of joint angles is computed automatically. However, several 
special arrangements of the joint axes have been suggcsted for which dosed form 501u-
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lions exist (Hadler et aI., 1985; Forscy and Wilhelms, 1988). In addition, the animator 
is required to impose internal constraints in order to obtain a unique orientation of 
the body. A system which allows to specify only one constraint at a time is not a very 
efficient way to solve. Therefore, iterative algorithms for sa.tisfying multiple constraints 
according to a priority scheme in inverse kinematics were developed (Hadler et aI., 1987). 
The problem with kinematic motion specification is how to determine a sequence of 
positions that result in a realistic looking animation. The basic alternatives are either 
getting the data from rea1 world experiments (like film a.nalysi~) or finding them by 
trial and error, which both can be very tedious and therefore unacceptable in certain 
situations. The use of dynamic simulation avoids these limitations at a much higher cost 
and complexity of computation. 
The major advantage of dynamics is, that given the time sequence of controlling 
torques and forces the predicted motion is accurate for the specified conditions and 
it would occur under these conditions in the real world. This means that the result 
of a dynamic simulation can be used as a basis for a perfect animation automatically 
taking into account the reaction to internal and external constraints like fields, collisioos, 
torques and forces. Dynamical analysis couples the field of computer animation with 
research in the area of robotics, biomechanics and sports. 
Like in kinematics, a direct and an inverse formulation can be stated. The dil"ect 
dynamjcs problem consists of finding the trajectories of the end.point positions of the 
skeleton with regard to the forces and torques that describe the motion, whereas in 
inverse dynamics one looks for the forces fUld torques that produce a predefined motion. 
Inverse dynamics is mwnly used for motion analysis, verification of direct dynamic 
simulations by comparison with experimental data or computing forces and torques for 
steering manipulators. The goal of animation, however, the production of movement, 
can only be reached with a direct dynamic simulation. 
Numerous papers have been published during the last couple of years dealing with 
various aspects of the dynamic simulation. Wilhelms and Barsky (1985) have used the 
Gibbs--Appell formulation instead of Newton's law resulting in an algorithm with com-
putational cost O(n4) where n is the Dumber of joints. Armstrong and Green (1985) 
proposed a method which reduces tbe computational cost to O( n) for the special case 
of tree-like skeletons, where rotation about the principal axes can be neglected. Kunii 
and Sun (1990) achieve a similar perfonnance by deriving typical forces and torques 
for human movement from a database and by moving each. segment unlinked from the 
others. They have to introduce another step of inverse dynamics in order to meet the 
constraints at the joints. A complete modelling system based on dynamic constraints 
was presented by Barzel and Barr (1988). They also use inverse dynamics to find the 
constraint forces which are necessary for the bodies in order to assemble themselves in 
accordance with the given constraints. Amaldi et al. (1989) prescnt a motion control 
system where the animation of a hand writing a letter was achieved with a combination 
of kinematic and dynamic motion control. Selbie (1989) reproduced a film recording of 
a running stride by getting the forces and torques from the experiment with inverse 
dynamics and using those in the forward dynamic simulation. The use of experimental 
data is quite common for producing realistic looking animation of walking, which is still 
based on motion analysis and heuristic models (Boulic et al ., 1990). 
More and more attention is paid to the control of the behaviour of dynamic simula· 
tions. With task level control, the animator specifies the broad outlines of a particular 
movement and the animation system fills in the details. This normally leads to an inverse 
kinematic or dynamic formulation of the problem with given constraints. Since there are 
many physical realistic alternatives for generating the in· betwccn-motion, several opti· 
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mization strategies were developed (Witkin and Kass, 19S8j Girad, 1987). An alternative 
approach, which is much more adapted to forward dynamic simulation is behavioural 
animation. Here, the motion of an object is generated according to rules which define 
how the objects react to their environment. This automatic stimulus-response mech-
anism removes the burden of a detailed motion specification from the animator and 
leads to realistic behaviour. Reynolds (1987) introduced this method when studying the 
problem oC group trajectories for bird flocks and fish schools. The concept is essentially 
a particle simulation like the one presented in Sect. 3.2, where the particle interaction 
is set up in such a way, that they do not come too close together. but do Dol spread 
too far apart . Particle animation was also used by Sims (1990) when computing images 
of waterfalls, snow storms and fire. If the particle interaction can not be defined as 
clearly as in the previous examples, the behaviour has to be learned. Wilhelms (1990) 
has described an interactive network for solving a path finding problem. 
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